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DESCRIPTION

43794

2011 Sigalas Santorini

REG. PRICE SALE PRICE
$19.99

DISCOUNT %

N/A

N/A

"The 2011 Santorini is an exceptional Assyrtiko from Sigalas, another great moment for this estate. On opening, I was actually surprised at
how fruity and accessible it seemed, since these often need a lot of time to show well when young. It seemed elegant and refined, with a lush
texture and a beautifully lingering finish. I suspected that was only half the story. Indeed, it was not even half the story and as it turns out it
was really shut down. The next day it fulfilled the promises it gave in the first hour or so, fleshing out, seeming deeper and more intense. It
still wasn’t done. After letting it air out for awhile on Day 2, this seemingly gentle, young Sigalas became quite intense, the acidity taking
charge, the wine still remaining rich and mouth coating. It is crisp and persistent, beautifully put together and impeccably balanced, mingling
elegance with that fine structure. It is built to age. This is a wine that should drink better in the next year or two, even if it is entirely enjoyable
now." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 93pts

30552

2005 Katogi Xinomavro

$14.99

N/A

"Since my last note on this, in which, for whatever reason, I fear I seriously underrated this wine, it has evolved slowly, but it shows well
enough to be less disjointed, with additional fruit intensity on the finish and plentiful hints that better integration of its parts will definitely be in
its future. There is also the occasional whiff of game, while the oak nuances are very modest, giving this some earthy complexity. It is still a
powerful and somewhat rustic wine, which is not necessarily a bad thing in my book, and indeed, this continually grew on me. Elegant in the
mid-palate, it opened easy and then packed an increasingly tannic punch on the finish, adding some crisp, tart notes early on. It was not the
most charming Xinomavro at that point, but it evolved slowly and relentlessly, drinking beautifully the next day, still a prime time wine with
plenty of time left. If you like its somewhat rustic but appealingly earthy style, this is for you, and quite well priced in light of the quality and
ageworthiness." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 91pts

Some prices are only valid with Binny's Card * Selection varies by location * Shop early for best selection * Quantities are limited to stock on hand * No rain checks * All bottles 750mL unless otherwise stated
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